Atwell™

Atwell
Balancing your facility’s
performance with patientcentered care is an everyday
challenge—from creating
inviting spaces where people
can heal to boosting efficiency
and fulfilling the rigorous
requirements of healthcare
environments.

Informed by industry and user research,
Atwell offers guest chairs, lounge seating, and
occasional tables for public spaces in healing
and wellness environments.
Create soothing spaces that put people at ease.
Atwell furnishings contribute to a calming
environment to reduce anxiety through organic
wood-framed shapes, seating that supports
the human body for comfort, and an array of
warm materials.
Multipurpose, flexible furniture solutions
increase functionality and efficiency for
patients, visitors, and caregivers. Easy to clean
and maintain, Atwell seating and tables help
you create a healthy environment where
people can thrive, including corporate social
settings, higher education common spaces,
and hospitality environments.

Elevate design, foster healing
It’s proven. When you give patients more control—
including comfort, personal space, and social
visibility—they heal more quickly. The contemporary
design of Atwell creates attractive interiors and
nurturing settings that help to restore health.

Adapt for efficiency
Customized spaces enrich the user experience.
Modularity and ease of reconfiguration give you more
application choices, styles, and flexibility in space
planning. Built on chassis-based structures with
easy field replaceable components, Atwell helps
you utilize space and time efficiently so your facility
performs its best.

Balance quality with
infection control
You can rely on Atwell furniture to meet stringent
healthcare standards for cleanability and
durability. Validated through research, Atwell
meets all the technical requirements of healthcare
environments with finishes that stand up to harsh
chemicals and resist surface degradation to help
with infection prevention.

Inviting spaces, durable solutions

Features

Modular lounge seating is made from tab-lock construction
utilizing sealed plywood. Armcaps maintain a warm aesthetic
while meeting rigorous healthcare cleanability requirements.

•

Stain resistant material options

•

Solid-surface arm and table top option

•

Lifetime warranty on workmanship
and materials

•

Armcap and surface options: Solid surface,
wood, Thermofoil, PVC free Thermofoil, or
Kydex (armless option for guest seating)

•

Wallsaver leg

•

Waterfall front tailoring

•

Field replaceable seats, backs, arms
and armcaps

•

Horizontal cleanout

•

Non-marring glides on feet

•

Optional ganging bracket (tandem seating)

•

Meets Healthier Hospital Initiative

•

Meets ANSI/BIFMA X5.4 or X5.11

•

GREENGUARD® Gold certified

•

BIFMA Level® 2 Certification

Durable, tapered saddle-stitched seams on the seat and back
indicate boundaries and a sense of personal space. They
also make the seat and back easy to clean. With no cracks
or crevices, Atwell seating is easier to disinfect because it is
designed for ease of cleanability.

Thoughtfully designed
Wood-framed arm chairs, including bariatric options, hip
chairs, and tandem seating, accommodate diverse needs.
The hexagonal shape of the chair frames allows for people
to fully grasp armrests with a stronger grip, enabling balance
during ingress and egress. The front seat pan cushion
protects the inside of the knee upon entry and egress.
Durable top-stitched seams on seat pans shed fluids.
Tandem seating comes fully assembled, or optional ganged
seats can be secured with a bracket for more flexibility. The
trapezoidal seat back shape and tandem configurations
create physical boundaries and a sense of personal space.

Organic shapes add warmth
Coordinating occasional tables provide small worksurfaces
for people as they wait. Power mounts affixed to the
underside provide one 120V and two USB outlets for
charging mobile devices—especially important for staying
connected in times of stress. Choose from freestanding
coffee and square end tables, as well as attached bridge
and corner tables.

Lounge Seating

ARM CHAIR

LOVESEAT

SOFA

Guest and Tandem Seating

ARM CHAIR

GUEST CHAIR

BARIATRIC
ARM CHAIR

2 SEAT TANDEM

BARIATRIC
TANDEM

3 SEAT TANDEM

4 SEAT TANDEM

5 SEAT TANDEM

HIP CHAIR

Tables

POWER MODULE OPTION

FREESTANDING
COFFEE TABLE

FREESTANDING
END TABLE

CORNER TABLE

BRIDGE TABLE

Design and construction
Atwell offers a broad vocabulary to create a wide variety of
applications. These elements can also be combined with other
Haworth products to expand its use.
Products are available in healthcare compliant finishes to meet
rigorous requirements of healthcare environments and standard
Haworth finishes.
•

Mortise-and-tenon locking dowel construction on arm chairs

•

Tab-lock construction on lounge seating

•

Standard wood finish contains silver-ion antimicrobial
top coat to inhibit the growth of bacteria
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